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1. a) Answer any one of the following questions in about 150 words.  

 

10 

  i) Why did phatik decide to leave his uncle's house?  

 

ii) What were the three rules Nooyi followed to rise to the top of the Pepsico ladder?  

 

 

 b) Answer any one of the following questions in about in about 150 words.  

 

i) What were the villagers opinion of the schoolmaster? Why? 

 

ii) Examine the theme of death in the poem 'My Grandmother's House'.  
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2. a) Answer any three of the following questions in about 75 words each.  

 

i) How did phatik realise the importance of his own home?  

 

ii) How does vegetarianism influence Gandhi's life in England?  

 

iii) What are Ambedkar's views on education providing solution to the problems  

 created by the caste system.  

 

iv) Describe the chief principles and guidelines that have helped Nooyi achieve her 

 ambitions.  
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 b) Answer any one of the following questions in about 75 words.  

 

i) Why did the children laugh with 'Counterfeited glee' at the Schoolmaster's Jokes?  

 

ii) What does the house represent in the poem 'My Grandmother's House'?  

 

5 

3. a) Use appropriate articles.  

i) The box of nuts and bolts weighs ---------- kilo.  

ii) Asif is going to visit ------------ oxford university.  

iii) He is --------- M.A. in English.  

 

3 

 b) Use appropriate prepositions.  

i) Jay and Ravi were classmates -------- four years.  

ii) They fetched water --------- the river.  

iii) His clients are happy -------- Mani's work.  

 

3 

 c) Use correct tense form of the verb.  

 

i) A plant ---------- (Produce) its own food through the process of photosynthesis.  

 

 

4 
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ii) Abdul just ---------- (finish) the class.  

 

iii) By the time the fire engines come,  

 We --------- (put) out the fire.  

 

iv) At 6.00 p.m. tomorrow, I -------- (Speak) to some students.  

 

 d) Correct the following sentences and rewrite.  

i) They often goes to the city.  

ii) They lived at Chandrapur.  

iii) The cold air effected him greatly.  

iv) I need your advise.  

 

4 

 e) Write synonyms for the following words.  

i) Futile  ii) Wreck  

iii) Lucid  

 

3 

 f) Write antonyms for the following words  

i) Reveal  ii) Barren 

iii) Well-mannered  

 

3 

4.  Write a paragraph with the help of given points.  

No shame in failure ------- everyone fails ------- from infant trying to stand to conqueror 

attempting conquest --------- fail many times ------- no mistake, no worthwhile 

achievement ---------- attitude to failure important --------- demoralised by failure, no gain 

--------- bold resolution leads to victory ---------- be confident, optimistic.  
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5.  Answer any two of the following questions.  

 

i) Explain the main keys of leadership skills.  

 

ii) What are the necessary tips for effective team work?  

 

iii) Make a list of tips necessary for effective time management.  

 

iv) Describe the importance of goal setting in your life. 
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